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Irregular Verbs Memory Game for young learners. 
This set has 24 cards in color and 24 cards in black and white to practice 
matching irregular verbs. 
 
Game 1 :  
-material : purple cards ( pictures) and yellow cards (words) 
 
Instructions: 

 
 
1. All cards are face down on the table 
2.  Students take turns revealing the cards to find the irregular verbs 

(present tense of irregular verbs) 
3.  The student picks two cards  and if they match he keeps the cards 

and plays again. But If the cards don’t match then the next student 
picks the cards 

4. The student with most pairs  is the winner 
 

 
Game 2 : 
-material: yellow cards (word) and red cards (words) 

 
 
 
Instructions: 
 
 
1. All cards are face down on the table 
2.  Students take turns revealing the cards to find the irregular verbs 

(present tense and past tense of irregular verbs) 
3.  The student picks two cards  and if they match he keeps the cards 

and plays again. But If the cards don’t match then the next student 
picks the cards 

4. The student with most pairs  is the winner 
 
 
 
 
 

Have fun !  

 

 

 



           blow           build 

          choose             dig 

          drink           grow 
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          break           give 

            draw            drive 

           eat             find 
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          catch           cut 

            write            make 

           feed            hold 
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           hide           buy 

             fall             get 

            sit           bend 
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            feed             hold 

          cut        catch 

        write            make 
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              sit             bend 

          buy         hide 

        fall             get 
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             eat              find 

          give        break 

       draw           drive 
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            drink            grow 

         build        blow 

      choose              dig 
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            held              fed 

          cut       caught 

       wrote           made 
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             sat             bent 

            got         fell 

        bought         hid 
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       broke          gave 

       drew           drove 

             ate            found 
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       blew          built 

           drank            grew 

             dug        chose 



          catch           cut 

            write            make 

           feed            hold 
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           hide           buy 

             fall             get 

            sit           bend 
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            find            eat 

           drive             draw 

          break           give 



           blow           build 

          choose             dig 

          drink           grow 
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            hold             feed 

        write            make 

       catch           cut 
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              sit             bend 

            get         fall 

        hide           buy 
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             find              eat 

       break           give 

       draw           drive 
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           grow             drink 

             dig       choose 

         build         blow 
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            held              fed 

          made        wrote 

          cut       caught 
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            bent              sat 

            got         fell 

        bought         hid 
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           found              ate 

          drove        drew 

         gave        broke 
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       chose 

       blew          built 

             dug 

           drank            grew 



Terms of use 

 

This product is licensed for personal and single classroom 

use only and may not be redistributed in part or whole 

without the written consent of the author. If your colleagues 

are interested in a copy, extra licenses are half off in my TpT 

store. Please contact me with any questions. Thank you 

very much for respecting my copyright!  
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